For the 39th edition of the d'Inverno sul Po, which will be held in Turin on 12 and 13
February 2022, the Società Canottieri Esperia-Turin in partnership with Incoming Experience
offers a wide selection of accommodation facilities, with different price ranges and positions,
in order to respond to the needs of all participants.
Reservation can be made at the following link:
https://booking.incomingexperience.it/?PRTNR=osez043l5e8y4p6sltijkof3k0df2f&NL=Ita&EVNT=702
To book, simply enter the arrival and departure dates and the number of rooms in the booking form. The
system will automatically present all the accommodation facilities available for the specific request, with the
costs and the distance from the event venue.
To complete the reservation it will be sufficient to select the most suitable solution, fill in the fields and insert
a credit card as guarantee; the system will immediately send the booking confirmation voucher.
The reservation can be cancelled without penalty up to 4 days before check-in.
We also remind you that, in order to modify the bookings already made, it is necessary to cancel the booked
and proceed with a new booking, we therefore recommend to confirm separately the athletes' rooms and
those of any accompanying persons (or of people whose participation may be uncertain).
The credit card inserted will serve as a guarantee only, you can proceed with the payment by bank transfer
or directly on site upon arrival.
Some structures offer the possibility of adding HB (half board treatment). Please find below the rates and
details of the service.

Hotel

HB

City tax

Campus Sanpaolo

€ 22,00

€ 2,80

Camplus Bernini

€ 12,00

€ 2,30

Camplus Regio Parco

€ 15,00

€ 2,30

Hotel Plaza

€ 15,00

€ 2,80

Cascina Fossata

€ 20,00

€ 2,80

Ostello Combo

€ 20,00

€ 1,00

€ 25,00

€ 3,70

€ 25,00

€ 3,70

Holiday

Inn

Turin

Corso Francia
Hotel Concord
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Open 011

€ 15,00

€ 1,00

Sharing

€ 12,00*

€ 2,80

*minimum 30 people
Any half-board treatment will be agreed directly with the selected hotel, following the room reservation.
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